My #UFBFF and I ❤️ She's graduating next weekend and I couldn't be more thankful that she came into my life to help me out of my shell.
Catherine J @CathyMXVII · Aug 3
I’m privileged to have spent my two years at the University of Florida with these wonderful people. I’m blessed beyond measure. #UFBFF

Kalie @MrsTimTebow13 · Jul 31
UF gave me friends that I’ll have around for the rest of my life 💙 #UFBFF
Christian Endrigian @EndrigianUF · Jul 30

Relying to @PresidentFuchs

Put this picture next to a picture of Entourage on the big screen! #UBFBBF
Kiahhn’ @kiahhnjackson · Jul 30
Replying to @PresidentFuchs

#UFBFF From becoming friends in middle school ('01) to graduating from UF ('10 & '11) to both being lawyers now.

David Browder @DavidM Browder · Jul 29
Replying to @PresidentFuchs

Went to High School and UF with my #UFBFF in the 80's, life long friends; now it's time to send our children off to college (UF of course!)
Ryan Baum @RyanBaum · Jul 29
Replying to @PresidentFuchs
#UFBFF

1 like, 2 replies, 26 retweets
UF Enrollment

Note: Fall 2017 is a preliminary figure for first day enrollment and is not considered official.
Source: OIPR Factbook (SIF)
Tuition & Fee Revenue per FTE

Note: Includes all student levels (undergraduate, graduate, professional, but does not include UF Online). Top Research Peer revenue is not available for 2015-16 or 2016-17. UF’s figure for 2016-17 is an estimate.
State Appropriations per FTE

Note: Includes all student levels (undergraduate, graduate, professional, but does not include UF Online). Top Research Peer revenue is not available for 2015-16 or 2016-17. UF’s figure for 2016-17 is an estimate.
Total Revenue per FTE

Note: Includes all student levels (undergraduate, graduate, professional, but does not include UF Online). Top Research Peer revenue is not available for 2015-16 or 2016-17. UF’s figure for 2016-17 is an estimate. Total Revenue is tuition and fees revenue plus state appropriations.
UF Staff

Note: Staff includes all TEAMS/USPS positions. Does not include OPS positions.
Note: Faculty includes all regular faculty, extension, P.K. Yonge, administrative, and librarians, but does not include adjunct faculty.
The Decade Ahead

As we seek to reach our highest shared aspirations for the University of Florida, these goals and objectives set forth a path that both embodies our current strengths and establishes a bold new future. I look forward to joining everyone in our university community as we follow this path toward becoming one of the very best universities in the world.

W. Kent Fuchs
President, University of Florida

The President’s Task Force on Goals engaged the broader university community in a wide-ranging discussion to define UF’s future for the next decade. These resulting goals and objectives set a tone for excellence in all that we do.

D. M. Phillips
Chair

Our Goals and Objectives

1. An exceptional academic environment that reflects the breadth of thought essential for preeminence, achieved by a community of students, faculty and staff who have diverse experiences and backgrounds.

   - OBJECTIVE
     UF students, faculty and staff with increasingly diverse demographic and geographic characteristics.

   - OBJECTIVE
     A university climate that is inclusive, supportive and respectful to all.

   - OBJECTIVE
     Diverse school educational and interdisciplinary areas of excellence.

   - OBJECTIVE
     Increased globalization to enhance our effectiveness as world citizens.

2. An outstanding and accessible education that prepares students for work, citizenship and life.

   - OBJECTIVE
     A plan that leads to a more effective and more efficient delivery of programs and services.

   - OBJECTIVE
     A curriculum that is relevant, reflects the work of the 21st century, and prepares students to be leaders in business, industry, government and non-profit organizations.

   - OBJECTIVE
     A campus that attracts the best students, faculty and staff from across the country and throughout the world.

   - OBJECTIVE
     A more vibrant and engaged campus community that values diversity and inclusion.
METRICS THAT MATTER

Endowment
Student-to-Faculty Ratio
Faculty Compensation
Graduate Assistant Stipends
National Academy Memberships
Faculty Awards
Research Expenditures
Research Doctoral Degrees Awarded
Tech-Transfer Licenses/Options Executed
Startup Companies
Four-Year Graduation Rate
Six-Year Graduation Rate
Student Selectivity